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Details of Visit:

Author: CherrySweetBoy
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Tue 17 Dec 2013 16:15
Duration of Visit: 3 Hours
Amount Paid: 390
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: House of Divine
Website: http://www.houseofdivine.com
Phone: 02035890126
Phone: 07725740234

The Premises:

Five minutes walk from Gloucester Road station. If you do what I did on my first visit and find
yourself in Hyde Park you have walked too far!!

The high quality of the premises has been described many times before and I have to agree it is a
very good setup. The friendly maid showed me to the room, apologising that she could not get me
the larger bedroom. The room that I got is a bit smaller and there is no en-suite but it's still
immaculately furnished and decorated.

The Lady:

The new pics on the Divine website honestly reflect what a beauty and perfectly petite Jade is. Jade
has the deepest brown eyes that totally daze me especially when she is talking with that extremely
sexy Brazilian accent of hers.

The Story:

Jade came into the room with her exquisite smile wearing a jaw dropping white lingerie number.
After some hugs and kisses plus a few cheeky gropes I sorted the finances out and we then
exchanged some gifts. It was Jade's birthday at the start of the month and I had planned to see her
nearer the date but unfortunate events, including a cancellation of an appointment at Maida Vale
when she was taken off the rota there, meant the bubbly and chocs I got for her was more of a
Christmas gift. In return, Jade gave me some delicious Brazilian chocs which I refused to share and
devoured a bit too quickly!!

We had a quick shower together and then returned to the room for some fun. What followed was
me being taken to paradise (many times) by this dreamy girl. I did manage, in my present unfit
state, to perform in a few positions with a fair few breaks to just kiss (she is a great kisser and with
those lips too!!) and have a fondle. Jade's bod is in fantastic shape and her skin is so soft, it was
impossible to keep myself from caressing her. Tried my oral technique down below on Jade a few
times, which got her to orgasm. Her heart did pound after this which gave me big ego boost. I do
have my doubts that it was all me as my oral skills were never complimented much in the past, but
thank you Jade for making me feel like Superman!!
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In our little breaks we also had some really nice chats. Jade's progress in her course is going really
well and she seemed so happy mentioning her recent success with her assessments. I really hope
she gets all the qualifications needed and gets to achieve her dreams soon even it means that I will
be losing this little treasure. She definitely deserves it.

A hint of Jade's high level professionalism shows when she is the one that initiates the action during
breaks and always makes sure you are OK, whereas other girls could just drag the chatting on as
long as possible. It could also be the likely fact that Jade is getting bored of me talking and just
prefers the action instead, either way I cannot complain.

Jade has been my fitness guru, too!! She has advised me what supplements to take, meal
frequency etc. With her help I have managed to shed a few pounds and shave a few inches off my
belly. I have a way to go yet to reach my goals but Jade has been so encouraging every time I see
her. Having lost a considerable amount herself (even if her before pics show she carried the
additional weight well anyway) it is always good to take advice from someone who has achieved it.

Jade did have a few problems with the music CDs jumping but you must get her to sing instead as
she really belts them hits out!!

After a quick shower, we said our goodbyes and I was off on my way back on the tube still in
dreamland with a huge grin and new memories of another super time with Jade. She does do the
girlfriend experience well and she makes it totally believable. 
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